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Abstract

Background: Previous studies describe a short-term decrease in cerebral oxygen saturation 

(StO2) after intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) in premature infants; little is known about long-

term implications.

Methods: Infants born <30 weeks gestational age (GA) were included. Clinical characteristics, 

hemoglobin measurements, highest grade of IVH, and white matter injury (WMI) were noted.

NIRS monitoring occurred daily or every other day for four weeks; weekly through 36 weeks GA. 

Recordings were error-corrected before calculation of mean StO2 and fractional tissue oxygen 

extraction (FTOE). Mean StO2 and FTOE were plotted by postnatal age and injury group (IVH/no 

IVH; WMI/no WMI). Non-linear regression by locally-estimated scatterplot smoothing was used 

to generate the best-fit line and CI.

Results: 1237 recordings from 185 infants were included; mean length=6.5h; mean GA=26.3w; 

mean BW=951g; overall/severe IVH incidence was 29/8%, WMI incidence was 16%. IVH was 

independently associated with an acute drop in StO2 which remained lower for 68d. Severe IVH 

was associated with lower StO2 values than mild IVH. WMI was associated with early and 

persistent elevation of FTOE.

Conclusion: IVH of any grade is associated with a prolonged cerebral desaturation, WMI is 

associated with prolonged elevation of FTOE. This finding is exacerbated for infants with severe 

IVH.
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INTRODUCTION

Brain injury is a common and substantial morbidity of prematurity. The most frequently 

identified form of brain injury, intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH), occurs in an acute or 

subacute fashion over the course of the first few days following birth (1). Although IVH is 

readily apparent on cranial ultrasound, the exact timing is often difficult to identify due to 

the episodic nature of sonographic evaluation. IVH, even of a low grade (2), is associated 

with long-term neurodevelopmental consequences including intellectual disability and 

cerebral palsy (3–5). Mechanisms of long-term impairment include direct neuronal injury 

(1,6), post-hemorrhagic ventricular dilation (7), and associated white matter injury (8).

Studies examining cerebral blood flow and oxygenation over short time courses have 

demonstrated that IVH alters cerebral autoregulation and contributes to a metabolic 

mismatch of oxygen demand and delivery (9,10). It is well known that systemic hypoxia is 

strongly linked to the development of IVH (11,12), but the impact of IVH on regional 

oxygenation in the brain is understudied. This is particularly problematic as IVH quickly 

evolves into a chronic condition, requiring months for intraventricular blood to be fully 

resorbed (1); the impact of this chronic insult is not known. In this study, we hypothesized 

that IVH induces persistent, long-term alterations in cerebral oxygenation, inducing chronic 

cerebral hypoxia independent of other causes of hypoxia, namely anemia of prematurity.

METHODS

Cohort selection

Preterm infants admitted to St. Louis Children’s Hospital, a level IV NICU serving urban, 

suburban, and rural populations, were prospectively recruited for a longitudinal NIRS 

monitoring study between 2012 and 2019. Inclusion criteria were preterm birth before 30 

weeks gestation and enrollment within 48 hours of birth. The parents of eligible infants were 

approached when members of the study team and equipment were available. Infants were 

excluded if there were known congenital or genetic anomalies or if the infant was not 

expected to survive. The study was reviewed and approved by the Washington University 

Human Protection Office and written informed consent was obtained from the parents prior 

to the start of recording.

Maternal and Infant Clinical Characteristics

Comprehensive demographic and outcome data were collected for all included infants, 

including gestational age (GA) at birth, birth weight, sex, race, mode of delivery, and need 

for ventriculoperitoneal shunt. Exposure to inotropic medications (i.e., dopamine, 

epinephrine), opioid sedation (fentanyl or morphine), and antenatal steroids was recorded. 

As anemia is known to be an important modifier of cerebral saturation (13–15), all 

hemoglobin values measured over the study period were recorded. The presence of a 

persistent patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) requiring treatment (inclusive of medical 

[indomethacin, ibuprofen], surgical, and catheter-based approaches) was recorded.
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Approach to neuroimaging

Institutional guidelines indicate that routine screening head ultrasounds should be performed 

for all infants born before 30 completed weeks of gestation (16); those born after 30 weeks 

only have ultrasound screening performed in the case of traumatic birth and/or extensive 

resuscitation. As an imaging outcome was a primary endpoint of this study, we limited 

participation to those infants who were routinely screened clinically. Screening head 

ultrasounds were performed at least once in the first three days following birth, once 

between 7 and 10 days of life, and again at 30 days of life. Additional ultrasound imaging 

may have been performed based on the infant’s clinical course. Our institutional protocol for 

neonatal ultrasound includes imaging through the anterior fontanelle and the mastoid 

window for evaluation of the posterior fossa.

Term equivalent brain MRI was not a part of the study design, although it was performed for 

many of the infants. Research and clinical MR imaging practices at our institution share a 

common approach, being performed at term-equivalent age (36-42 weeks PMA), without 

contrast or sedation, and including a minimum of T1, T2, diffusion, and susceptibility-

weighted sequences. MR imaging was included where available.

IVH was classified based on highest grade of hemorrhage in the first ten days on either side 

using the Papile scale (17) coded as values between 0 and 4. Cerebellar hemorrhage was 

classified as present or absent using ultrasound or MR imaging. Post-hemorrhagic 

ventricular dilation (PHVD) was diagnosed on monitoring ultrasounds, typically performed 

twice weekly for at-risk infants. White matter injury was classified as none, punctate, or 

cystic using the 30-day cranial ultrasound or term-equivalent MRI. All imaging findings 

were extracted from the clinical radiology report.

Clinical practices

Although not compulsory, the typical institutional practice is to obtain a hemoglobin 

measurement on admission and generally once weekly until 34 weeks post-menstrual age 

(PMA). Individual infants may have hemoglobin monitoring more frequently, depending on 

the clinical context. Enteral iron supplementation, at 2 mg/kg, is started between 14 and 30 

days of life, once the infant is tolerating full volume, fortified feedings. Infants are generally 

transfused with packed red blood cells (pRBC) in 15 ml/kg aliquots when the hemoglobin is 

less than 10 mg/dL (for mechanically ventilated or sick infants) or less than 8 mg/dL for 

(extubated infants with a more stable clinical status). As with measurement of hemoglobin, 

transfusions may be given outside of these thresholds based on the individual infant’s 

clinical course and context.

During the study, a delayed cord clamping protocol was initiated (ca. 2014) for infants born 

at less than 32 weeks estimated gestational age. The goal delay was 30-60 seconds and cord 

milking was not used.

NIRS recording

As continuous NIRS monitoring for weeks on end is not logistically feasible, the approach 

to monitoring was structured to obtain shorter recordings with brief inter-recording intervals 
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under the premise that a sufficiently large sample is representative of the overall pattern of 

cerebral oxygenation. All infants underwent regular NIRS monitoring with the goal of 

monitoring infants daily or every other day in the first four weeks following birth, then 

weekly until 36 weeks PMA or hospital discharge (whichever was earliest). Each monitoring 

session was a minimum of 6 hours in length and up to a maximum of 24 hours, depending 

on the stability of the infant and availability of equipment and research staff.

NIRS recordings were made using three different devices, the ForeSight (Edwards 

Lifesciences, Irvine, CA), the ForeSight Elite (Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, CA), and the 

INVOS 5100c (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN). The appropriate neonatal sensors were used 

in each device instance. ForeSight data were captured using a laptop computer connected to 

the NIRS monitor and the FS-DAQ software package (CAS Medical, Branford, CT). INVOS 

monitors were interfaced with the bedside patient monitor (IntelliVue MP70 or MX800; 

Philips Medical, Andover, MA) and the integrated data sample was recorded using IxTrend 

version 2.1 (ixellence, Wildau, Germany). Default manufacturer sampling rates were used 

(0.5Hz for ForeSight, 0.2Hz for INVOS).

Inter-device data transformation

Although the ForeSight and ForeSight Elite monitors are calibrated to provide equivalent 

measurements in the same infant, the INVOS 5100c has a different measurement profile and, 

if measurements are not adjusted, will provide lower oximetry values compared to the 

ForeSight monitors, given the same level of tissue oxygenation. Through the work of Hyttel-

Sorensen and Kleiser, the sensitivity to changes in oxygen as well as the linear correlation 

with a gold standard device have been developed for numerous device-probe combinations 

(18–20) using a blood-lipid model system. Using the coefficients for linear transformation 

from Kleiser 2018 (18), all INVOS measurements were converted to ForeSight-equivalent 

measurements.

Data cleaning and processing

Noise and artifact are incredibly common in NIRS recordings made in the NICU. A two-step 

cleaning algorithm, similar to those in prior publications by the authors (10), was applied to 

each recording. In the first step, missing or unmeasurable values were removed from the 

recordings. For recordings made using the INVOS device, this was defined as StO2 <15%, 

as this is the lower limit of device detection. For the ForeSight devices, measurements of 0 

or missing measurements were removed. In all cases, missing or non-physiologic 

measurements were replaced with NaN (not-a-number) so as not to influence statistical 

calculations. In the second step, sudden non-physiologic shifts in the recording as occur with 

motion artifact were removed. Motion artifact induces a sudden increase in variance in a 

localized region of the recording. Using the sliding-motion artifact correction algorithm 

described by Ayaz et al (21), the coefficient of variation (CV) of the entire recording is 

calculated after division into small, overlapping windows. Windows with motion artifact 

have elevated CV, and those windows where CV exceeds the threshold are removed from the 

analysis. As recommended by Ayaz, we have empirically derived this threshold (τd
upper) 

using 17,000 ten-minute windows of representative NIRS data finding that τd
upper = 0.068. 
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While this value is somewhat higher than the 0.015 found by Ayaz et al., this is not 

surprising given our use of commercial NIRS systems in a real clinical environment, with a 

lower signal to noise ratio when compared to a research fNIRS system in an experimental 

setting.

Data averaging and analysis

As the impact of IVH, WMI, anemia of prematurity, and development of cerebrovascular 

autoregulation develop over long time scales, individual recordings were summarized by a 

single mean value. The relatively long recording length and comprehensive data cleaning 

allow for calculation of a value that represents the average degree of oxygen saturation in the 

brain at that moment in time. These values can be plotted over time to better understand the 

overall trajectory of cerebral oxygenation. As anemia is known to strongly influence cerebral 

saturation, the relationship between the measured StO2 and measured hemoglobin 

concentration in peripheral blood were compared using simple linear correlation.

Cerebral fractional tissue oxygen extraction (cFTOE) is the ratio of cerebral oxygen 

consumption to oxygen delivery. In a large study by Alderliesten et al., the mean cFTOE in 

the days following birth was noted to be 0.32 (22). As cFTOE increases, it reflects the 

increasing metabolic demand of the cerebral tissue and may eventually exceed the available 

oxygen supply, increasing the risk of hypoxic injury. Chronic elevation of cFTOE in the 

setting of cerebral desaturation may represent chronic cerebral hypoxia, a proposed 

mechanism of white matter injury in preterm infants (23), however longitudinal 

measurement of cFTOE has not been previously reported. For those infants with 

simultaneously captured pulse oximetry (SpO2) data, calculation of cFTOE was performed 

using the standard equation: FTOE = (SpO2 − StO2)/SpO2 (22). As with StO2, each 

recording was summarized with a single mean FTOE value.

Although the relationship between hemoglobin concentration and cerebral saturation is 

linear, anemia of prematurity does not progress in a linear fashion (24). Thus, while the 

trajectories of StO2 and cFTOE are a function of post-menstrual age, this relationship is 

likely complex and poorly captured by traditional linear and non-linear regression 

techniques. Given a sufficiently dense dataset, such complex signals can be modeled using a 

conditional mean function, where the outcome variable (e.g. StO2) is modeled as a function 

of the independent variable (postnatal age in days). In this approach, a larger dataset is 

convoluted or broken into smaller subsets, to which low-order polynomials are fit using a 

least-squares approach, weighting points closer to the subset more than those distant.

Smoothed conditional means were calculated using the ggplot2 package (25) for the R 

statistical package (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). When datasets 

were larger than 1000 elements, modeling was done using generalized additive models with 

integrated smoothness estimation (GAM); those with fewer than 1000 elements were 

modeling using locally estimated scatterplot smoothing (LOESS). For this analysis, infants 

were first divided into those who had IVH of any grade and those who did not. To 

understand the impact of worsening grades of IVH, infants were divided into three groups: 

without IVH, grade I/II, and grade III/IV. The line of best-fit and the 95% confidence 

interval were estimated. A similar approach was used to model the relationship between 
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longitudinal cFTOE and white matter injury status where infants were cluster by presence or 

absence of white matter injury on neuroimaging.

Univariate analysis of relevant demographic and clinical variables was performed using 

Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables and Mann-Whitney U-test for continuous 

variables. Statistical tests were considered significant where p < 0.05. All statistical testing 

was performed using R version 3.6.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, 

Austria).

RESULTS

Demographics and clinical characteristics

A total of 185 infants were included in the study with a mean gestational age of 26.3 weeks, 

mean birthweight of 951g, and 51% were male (Table 1). Most infants received antenatal 

steroids (74%), 24% received inotropic medications, 48% received transfusions, and 11% 

infants died. During the seven-year study period, 215 infants were screened for study 

eligibility and 30 infants were excluded from enrollment (7 due to known or suspected 

congenital anomalies and the remainder due to moribund state).

Neurologic injury outcomes

The overall IVH incidence of any grade was 54/185 (29%) while high-grade IVH incidence 

was 8%. Most cases were diagnosed within 3 days of birth (58%) and the bulk of the 

remainder (28%) diagnosed between 4 and 10 days. Post hemorrhagic ventricular dilation 

occurred in 16/54 (29%) of IVH cases and required placement of a ventricular shunt in 3/54 

(6%) of cases. Cerebellar hemorrhage was noted in 16/185 infants (9%) and white matter 

injury was noted in 30/185 (16%) infants (Table 2).

As expected, there were notable differences between infants with and without IVH, with 

hemorrhage more common in sicker, less mature infants. Those infants with IVH were born 

at an earlier gestational age (25.5 vs. 26.7 weeks), had worse lung disease (median ventilator 

days 23.5 vs. 2), received antenatal steroids less often, received more inotropes, sedation and 

transfusions (Table 1). There was no difference in use of delayed cord clamping or need for 

PDA treatment between infants with and without IVH.

Recording quality and characteristics

A total of 1237 recordings were made from the 185 infants included in the study. The mean 

± SD recording length was 6.5 ± 5.3 hours. The device used for recording was distributed 

roughly in thirds with 370/1237 (30%) of recordings made using the INVOS device, 

295/1237 (23%) made with the Foresight, and 572/1237 (46%) made using the Foresight 

Elite monitor. Error correction removed a mean ± SD of 10.6 ± 0.9% of each recording. 

Simultaneous SpO2 data were available for (1140/1237, 92%) of recordings and were used 

for cFTOE calculations.
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Hemoglobin and cerebral saturations

Hemoglobin concentration was measured 1927 times in this cohort of infants. Overall, the 

mean hemoglobin at birth was 14.5 g/dL and was slightly higher in the IVH group than the 

non-IVH group (15.2 vs 14.2 g/dL, p=0.03). The hemoglobin was measured a median of 8 

times (IQR 4-17) per infant. Those infants in the IVH group were transfused more often 

(59% vs. 44% of instances) and received a greater median number of transfusions (1.5 vs 0). 

Using all recorded hemoglobin values, the non-linear decay of hemoglobin in anemia of 

prematurity was visualized. Hemoglobin decreased in a biphasic pattern, with a rapid early 

drop followed by a slower decline before eventual recovery (Supplemental Figure 1). A rise 

in hemoglobin was noted at approximately two weeks of age, right as the hemoglobin 

approached the transfusion threshold of 10 g/dL. A similar rise at this threshold is not noted 

later in postnatal age, likely a reflection that the older infants are less critically ill and have 

been transitioned to the lower threshold of 8 g/dL. Importantly, the pattern and trajectory of 

anemia was unaffected by IVH, even severe grade IVH (Figure 1). Plotting mean values of 

hemoglobin against the mean cerebral saturation revealed the expected linear decrease in 

StO2 as the hemoglobin drops (r=0.38, p<0.01; Figure 2).

Cerebral saturation and IVH status

As previously noted, all error corrected StO2 measurements were plotted by postnatal age in 

days and then infants were divided into two groups by IVH status. Smoothed means via 

GAM were used to identify the line of best fit and 95% confidence interval for the two 

groups. Overall, both groups showed a similar trajectory in StO2 over time, with a biphasic 

drop in StO2, a plateau, and the beginning of recovery. Although this pattern closely 

resembles the observed decrease in total hemoglobin concentration, a gap greater than the 

95% confidence interval was noted between the two groups, with the IVH infants at lower 

cerebral saturation until postnatal day 68 where the curves re-converged (Figure 3). Of note, 

postnatal day 68 corresponds to a median corrected PMA of 36 weeks, a rough 

approximation of term-equivalent age.

Infants were then further subdivided into those without IVH, those with mild IVH (grade 1 

or 2), and those with severe IVH (grade 3 or 4). Smoothed conditional means were again 

used to identify the trajectory of StO2 over time. All three groups exhibited a similar overall 

pattern, but infants with severe IVH demonstrated the lowest saturations, infants with mild 

IVH had intermediate saturations, and those without IVH had the highest saturations. 

Confidence intervals did not fully re-converge until day 62 (Figure 4).

cFTOE and white matter injury status

All error-corrected cFTOE measurements were plotted by postnatal age in days and then 

infants were divided into two group by WMI status. The small number of infants with WMI 

in this study precluded subgroup analysis by severity of injury. Smoothed means via GAM 

were again used to identify the line of best fit and 95% confidence interval for the two 

groups. A consistent pattern was demonstrated between the two groups, with relatively 

stable values of cFTOE in the first 20 days followed by a rapid increase until a second 

plateau around day 50 (Figure 5). These patterns correspond to those found in the average 

hemoglobin concentration during those same periods, with the significant rise in cFTOE 
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matching the worsening anemia during this period. Although all infants followed this 

pattern, those with a later diagnosis of WMI injury had evidence of increased oxygen 

extraction with an earlier start in the cFTOE increase phase and higher peak cFTOE values.

DISCUSSION

There are numerous studies which have identified a link between hypoxia and the 

development of IVH over an acute period. In this study, for the first time, we have described 

prolonged cerebral hypoxia following intraventricular hemorrhage. The degree of hypoxia is 

graded on degree of hemorrhage, apparently independent of degree of anemia, and the effect 

is months in length. Infants with IVH spend extended periods with cerebral saturation below 

what is currently considered to be the normal range (22), potentially exposing them to risk 

of secondary injury.

There is a paucity of longitudinal cerebral oxygenation studies in the literature. There are 

numerous reports of the trajectory of StO2 in the first three days following birth, most 

notably the cohort of nearly 1000 infants reported by Alderliesten et al. (22). Roche-Larabe 

et al. measured cerebral oxygenation over 6 weeks following birth, but their cohort was 

small (11 infants) and much more mature (28-34 weeks) (26). In both cases, the authors 

reported a slow decrease in cerebral saturations, although there was no differentiation 

between injured and uninjured infants and degree of anemia was not considered.

Studies of short-term trends of cerebral oxygenation in the setting of brain injury have 

generated mixed results. Several authors have found increased cerebral saturation and 

decreased fractional extraction of oxygenation around the time of IVH, suggesting under-

utilization in the acute setting of injury (27,28). In contrast, other studies have demonstrated 

decreased cerebral oxygenation in the setting of IVH, which worsened with increasing 

severity (29,30). Of note, the monitoring times in all these studies were brief, ranging 

between 3 hours (Ying Zhang) and 76 hours (Noori).

Infants with and without delayed cord clamping experienced IVH in similar proportions (29 

vs 26%). The exact mechanism by which DCC confers a reduction in IVH is not well 

understood but is thought to be related to improvement in cerebral autoregulation (31), 

which was not measured in this study. When comparing cerebral saturations between those 

with and without DCC, there is a slight difference between the groups, with higher StO2 in 

the DCC group and only for the first week of life (Supplementary Figure 2), confirming 

previous reports (32). One of the purported benefits of DCC is a greater starting hemoglobin 

concentration, leading to fewer transfusions (33). Our data suggest that any differences in 

cerebral saturation conferred by the higher hemoglobin do not persist beyond the first week 

of life.

There are two potential mechanisms through which IVH may influence cerebral 

oxygenation. First, by definition, infants with IVH have extravascular blood. Although this 

blood is capable of absorbing infrared light (and could contribute the measurement of 

“cerebral” saturation by the NIRS monitor) it is permanently in a deoxygenated state. A 

single-sensor NIRS device is not capable of differentiating intravascular from extravascular 
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blood, thus this pool of desaturated blood has the theoretical potential to cause a downward 

shift in measured cerebral saturation as it gets averaged with blood still in circulation. The 

degree to which intraventricular blood contributes to NIRS measurement is not known and 

cannot easily be measured. However, given the known optical properties of the human 

cranium and the performance characteristics of the NIRS monitors, it is not expected that 

there would be substantial penetration of near-infrared light into the intraventricular space. 

The median combined skin, skull, and CSF thickness in preterm infants is 5.7mm (34), and 

the cortico-ventricular distance is 15-17mm, the majority of which is sub-cortical white 

matter (35,36). Photon path length, and thus depth of NIR light penetration, can be 

calculated using known physical properties and is a function of the separation distance 

between the NIR light emitter and the receiver (37). For commercial NIRS devices used in 

this study, estimated near-infrared light penetration depths range between 10 and 18 mm 

(19,38,39) well short of the intraventricular space. Furthermore, even in rare instances where 

the ventricle is in the field of view of the NIRS probe, intraventricular blood tends to pool in 

the posterior aspect of the ventricles and would likely not be captured in the measurement 

(assuming the standard supine positioning of neonates).

Post hemorrhagic ventricular dilation (PHVD), a form of hydrocephalus which is an 

important complication of intraventricular hemorrhage, distorts the architecture of the brain 

and may disrupt these anatomical assumptions. Although the number of infants with PHVD 

in this cohort is too small for adequate statistical power, an exploratory secondary analysis 

demonstrates significant differences between infants who had IVH without PHVD to those 

who had IVH with PHVD (Supplemental Figure 3). However, unlike the steady, progressive 

changes in ventricular size associated with PHVD, the StO2 undergoes a steep decline 

before plateauing. This suggests that PHVD is more likely a marker of the most severe IVH 

and that it is the severity of injury driving cerebral desaturation rather than detection of 

blood in the ventricles.

A second possible mechanism by which IVH might alter cerebral oxygenation is disruption 

of cerebral autoregulation. Cerebral autoregulation is not monolithic, but is instead 

composed of multiple different elements—intrinsic vascular control, circulating vasoactive 

compounds, and tissue-level metabolism (40)—each of which might be injured or impaired 

after IVH. There is strong evidence to suggest that this system is less robust and 

developmentally immature in preterm neonates and is significantly impacted by IVH 

(9,10,41). Data from adults with subarachnoid hemorrhage suggest that, while all patients 

experience an acute impairment of autoregulation after the initial insult, only a subset have 

persistent impairment and go on to develop secondary ischemic injury as a result (42,43). It 

is less likely that infants with IVH have prolonged subacute loss of vascular control and 

more likely that they have chronic changes in metabolism in the deep cerebral white matter. 

The cFTOE data support this theory, demonstrating prolonged cerebral desaturation with 

simultaneously elevated oxygen extraction, a scenario which places enormous metabolic 

strain on the brain, particularly regions with already tenuous vascular supplies (e.g. 

periventricular white matter). The early and persistent elevation of cFTOE in infants later 

found to have WMI suggests that this measure may be a useful marker of future injury risk.
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Although not directly measured in this study, the findings suggest that autoregulatory 

function may be impaired for an extended period, reflecting diminished blood flow with 

decreased metabolic activity or increased consumption by repair or reorganization. It is of 

note that the injured infants spent a period of many weeks with cerebral saturations more 

than two standard deviations below published normative values (defined as StO2 < 63% 

using the Alderliesten normative data adjusted for ForeSight values). The combination of 

cerebral desaturation and increased oxygen extraction place these infants in significant 

danger of hypoxic injury.

Direct measurement of autoregulation was not a part of this study design, as the commonly 

used approaches to quantifying autoregulation utilize simultaneously captured NIRS and 

invasive arterial blood pressure data (9,10,44,45). Similar longitudinal measures of 

autoregulation by IVH status may illuminate potential strategies for intervention and 

limiting the injurious impact of the hemorrhage. Given the current push to minimize 

prolonged high-risk central arterial access, there is an urgent need to develop and validate 

alternative, fully non-invasive approaches which are feasible in preterm infants.

These data provide some illumination into the long-term sequelae of IVH, namely white 

matter injury. Deep cerebral white matter, which has a limited vascular supply in preterm 

infants (46) is also the most vulnerable to injury (47). This injury may progress in two 

stages; first from ischemia during the hemodynamically turbulent period following birth and 

second from prolonged cerebral hypoxia. Previous studies have linked the burden of 

systemic and cerebral hypoxia to the development of IVH (11,48) and white matter injury 

(49–51); persistently altered autoregulation may be the common link between the two.

Like all studies, there are limitations in this present one. Ideally, the record of cerebral 

oximetry would be continuous from birth through discharge. However, the fragile clinical 

condition and thin, easily damaged skin of VLBW infants present significant safety 

challenges that preclude continuous monitoring. This study strikes a compromise between 

this patient safety consideration and bulk collection of data. Given the large sample size of 

the recording library, it is anticipated that these data are representative of the true trajectory 

of cerebral saturations. This assumption is supported by previous empiric work of the 

authors which showed that an accurate estimate of the daily mean cerebral saturation can be 

obtained with as little as a single hour of high-quality NIRS data (13). Second, while the 

overall sample of infants is large, the number with severe IVH (n=15) and white matter 

injury (n=16) was still relatively small. While this is a desirable outcome from the 

perspective of the infants, it contributed to greater than expected uncertainty about the true 

trajectory of StO2 and cFTOE, as reflected in the wider confidence intervals than for the 

much larger group of infants without injury. Third, the fraction of inspired oxygen provided 

to the infants was not captured. Evaluating delivered oxygen is an important component of 

developing future interventions-- infants with severe IVH may require different oxygen 

saturation targets to overcome cerebral desaturation and elevated cFTOE. Future studies 

should also consider the use of simultaneous EEG, permitting interrogation of the link 

between electrical brain activity and oxygen consumption after IVH injury. Investigation of 

neurovascular coupling and oxygen extraction will shed additional light on potential 

mechanisms behind this chronic cerebral hypoxia. Fourth, term-equivalent MRI imaging was 
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not a part of the study design, thus an outcome which could be evaluated using imaging 

obtained consistently across the entire cohort (cranial ultrasound) was used. Future lines of 

investigation will include the relationship between cerebral hypoxia and brain injury on 

term-equivalent MRI.

An additional limitation worthy of separate mention is the uncertainty of tissue interrogated 

by the NIRS device. Although estimates of skin, bone, gray, and white matter would suggest 

that the expected path of the photons would primarily reflect oxygenation in gray and white 

matter, this cannot be directly confirmed. The NIRS devices used in this study utilize 

multiple receivers at different distances from the emitter. The sensor closer to the emitter 

detects changes in scalp blood flow, while the receiver further away detects changes in 

deeper cerebral structures. The first value is subtracted from the second to filter out 

superficial blood flow changes (52). NIRS recordings were conducted by research staff with 

years of experience and who ensured consistent placement of the probe to repeatedly 

interrogate the same tissue. Nevertheless, free intraparenchymal hemoglobin or static and 

dynamic changes in ventricular size and volume have the theoretical capacity to 

independently influence measured cerebral saturations. Detailed study of photon path length 

and the expected proportion of interrogated tissue should be investigated in future studies.

CONCLUSION

IVH of any grade is associated with a prolonged cerebral desaturation nearly 70d in length 

and is independent of hemoglobin concentration. WMI is associated with prolonged 

elevation of cerebral oxygen extraction over the same time period. This combination of 

desaturation and overextraction exposes the brain to prolonged metabolic stain. Interventions 

to temporize or reverse this process (e.g. pRBC transfusion) need further investigation.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Impact:

1. The longitudinal impact of IVH on cerebral oxygenation has not been 

previously studied.

2. IVH is associated with persistent cerebral desaturation, months in length, and 

is independent of anemia.

3. More severe IVH is associated with worsened cerebral hypoxia.

4. Infants later diagnosed with white matter injury have early and persistent 

elevation of cerebral oxygen extraction (cFTOE).

5. This cerebral desaturation, below previously identified normative ranges, may 

provide insight into the mechanistic link between IVH and white matter 

injury.
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Figure 1: 
Hemoglobin by PNA and IVH status. IVH does not influence the degree or trajectory of 

anemia. Infants with severe IVH shown in red, without severe IVH in blue, 95% CI for each 

non-linear regression line in gray.
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Figure 2: 
Scatterplot of average StO2 by average hemoglobin demonstrating the linear relationship 

between hemoglobin concentration and cerebral oxygenation.
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Figure 3: 
StO2 by Postnatal Age, IVH vs. no IVH. Each point represents a single recording, plotted by 

PNA in days on the x-axis and StO2 on the y-axis. Infants without IVH are blue, infants with 

IVH are black. Best-fit lines by LOESS non-linear regression are solid lines, bounded by the 

95% CI shown in gray shading. For infants with IVH, cerebral desaturation occurs soon after 

birth and is distinct from infants without IVH until postnatal day 70.
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Figure 4: 
StO2 by Postnatal Age, Severe vs. Mild vs. no IVH. As with Figure 4, each point represents 

a single recording, plotted by PNA in days on the x-axis and StO2 on the y-axis. Best-fit 

lines by LOESS non-linear regression are solid lines, bounded by the 95% CI shown in gray 

shading. Infants with no IVH are shown in green, mild IVH in yellow, severe IVH in red.
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Figure 5: 
cFTOE by Postnatal Age, WMI vs. no WMI. Each point represents a single recording, 

plotted by PNA in days on the x-axis and cFTOE on the y-axis. Infants without WMI are 

blue, infants with WMI are black. Best-fit lines by LOESS non-linear regression are solid 

lines, bounded by the 95% CI shown in gray shading. For infants with WMI, elevated 

extraction occurs soon after birth and is largely distinct from infants without WMI until 

postnatal day 45.
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Table 1.

Cohort descriptive statistics

All infants (n=185) No IVH (n=131) Any IVH (n=54) P value
b

Gestational age, mean (SD), weeks 26.3 (2.0) 26.7 (1.9) 25.5 (2.0) < 0.01

Birth weight, mean (SD), grams 951 (305) 989 (317) 858 (252) < 0.01

Ventilator days, median (IQR) 5 (1-26) 2 (1-14) 23.5 (5-42) < 0.01

Male sex, n (%) 95 (51) 66 (50) 29 (54) 0.75

Mortality, n (%) 20 (11) 14 (11) 6 (11) 1.00

Antenatal steroids

    None, n (%) 48 (26) 30 (23) 18 (33)

< 0.01    Partial, n (%) 43 (23) 24 (18) 19 (35)

    Complete, n (%) 94 (51) 77 (59) 17 (32)

Delayed cord clamping, n (%) 50 (27) 34 (26) 16 (29) 0.72

Initial hemoglobin, mean (SD), g/dL 14.5 (9.1) 14.2 (2.5) 15.2 (6.4) 0.03

PDA requiring treatment, n (%) 55 (30) 34 (26) 21 (39) 0.11

Inotropic medication exposure, n (%) 44 (24) 23 (18) 21 (39) < 0.01

Any transfusion, n (%) 89 (48) 57 (44) 32 (59) 0.06

Number of transfusions, median (IQR) 0 (0-3) 0 (0-2) 1.5 (0-5.75) 0.02

Sedation exposure

    None, n (%) 44 (24) 37 (28) 7 (13)

0.03    Fentanyl only, n (%) 98 (53) 69 (53) 29 (54)

    Fentanyl and morphine, n (%) 43 (23) 25 (19) 18 (33)

Ventricular shunt placement, n (%)
a 3 (6)

a
Shunt placement proportion calculated using the subset of the cohort with IVH (n=54).

b
Comparison between infants with and without IVH.
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Table 2.

Neurologic Injury Outcomes

All infants (n=185)

IVH

    None, n (%) 131 (71)

    Any, n (%) 54 (29)

    Severe, n (%) 16 (9)

Post-hemorrhagic ventricular dilation, n (%)
a 16 (29)

Age at IVH diagnosis

    0-3 days, n (%) 31 (57)

    4-10 days, n (%) 15 (28)

    After 10 days, n (%) 8 (15)

    Median age at diagnosis (IQR), days 3 (1.25-7)

Cerebellar hemorrhage, n (%) 16 (9)

White matter injury

    Punctate, n (%) 21 (11)

    Cystic, n (%) 9 (5)

    Any, n (%) 30 (16)

a
PHVD proportion calculated using the subset of the cohort with IVH (n=54).
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